
  

 

 

Across 

3. Where Ponyboy and Johnny run to 
5. Greaser nickname for the police 
6. Where Dally takes the boys while visiting them 
9. What the Socs did for fun to Greasers 
11. Where the Greasers like to hang out 
12. Ponyboy's friend that likes to talk a lot 
13. Greaser nickname for guns 
15. Music that Buck Merrill listens to and Pony hates 
16. Where the Greasers meet Cherry and Marcia 
17. Ponyboy's brother who sticks up for him 
19. The town the boys hide in 
20. The oldest Curstis boy 
23. to make something illegally like music or alcohol 
27. The place where Johnny stabs Bob 
28. A word that means “stupid and uncool” 
30. Another name for a large fight with many people 
33. What Johnny carries on him after he is jumped 
35. Kids who like to beat up Greasers 
38. a type of pool game that Two-bit likes to play 
41. A small or baby horse 
42. The greaser who stabbed Bob 
46. Greasers favorite drive in restaurant 
50. The term for 'hoodlum' kids 
52. Another of the Greasers favorite restaurants 
53. Ponyboy, Sodapop, and Darry's last name 
54. A word that means how people think of you or your “reputation” 
55. Author of The Outsiders 
56. What Johnny gets from the fire 

Down 

1. What the word 'Soc' is short for 
2. Where the Socs attempt to give Pony a “bath” 
4. Cherry's friend at the movies 
7. The type of cologne that the Socs wear 
8. The greaser that Ponyboy likes the least 
10. A word that means to have really light blond hair like Dally 
14. Cherry's full name 
18. Dally's full name 
21. What the papers call the boys after the fire 
22. The girl who falls for Dally 
23. The Socs favorite kind of music 
24. Johnny's favorite book 
25. What most greasers have pride in 
26. A slang term the greasers use for girls 
29. The greasers favorite cigarette brand 
31. someone who pumps gas at the station 
32. Soc car that Bob and Randy drive 
33. What happens to Bob in the park 
34. A slang term for alcohol 
36. Teacher that was too fat to get into the burning church 
37. Type of clothing the Socs' wear 
39. Soc who is killed in the park 
40. Name for Ponyboy and his friends 
43. Narrator of the book 
44. Where the church is located in the town 
45. Who the greasers think of as good music 
46. A word that means “really cool” 
47. What starts in the church 
48. Only thing allowed in a fair fight 
49. An emergency “stabbing” weapon similar to a blade used by the greasers 
51. Johnny's hero 

 


